Literacy-‘Water Horse’
Biography
Diary entry
Fact file
Explanation text
Letter
Play script
Character description
Setting description
Story writing
Poetry
Homophones
Subject-verb agreement
Direct speech
Colons
Brackets
Subordination
Embedded clause

Science- states of matters
Solid, liquid, gas, material, changing state, water
vapour, heating, cooling, freezing, melting, water cycle,
evaporate, condense, precipitation

Numeracy
Millilitres
Litres
Convert

Music
Handel
Tempo
Pitch
Volume
Instruments

Art and DT
Computing

Geography

Action, alert, algorithm, bug, code design, command,
control, debug, design mode, event, input, if, if/else, output,
object, repeat, selection, simulation, variable, logo,
motherboard, CPU, RAM, graphics card, network card,
monitor, speakers, keyboard, mouse

River, bank, bed, erosion, floodplain, meander, mouth,
source, flood, water cycle, evaporation, condensation,
precipitation

Monet, line, pattern, texture,
shape, space, colour,
medium, landscapes,
seascapes, oil paints, light,
impressionism, cams,
followers, rotation,
movement

Other Subjects- Summer Term 1 & 2
Come and See
New Life
 life, good news, Resurrection, Pentecost, Holy Spirit, fellowship
Building Bridges
 bridges, friendship, contrition, Absolution, Sacrament of Reconciliation, Examination of Conscience, sin, penance, confession
God’s People
 ordinary, extraordinary, admire, saint, martyr, Communion of Saints, peace, justice
SEAL
Relationships
 fault, blame, guilty, choice, love, proud, cruel, kind, ashamed, celebrate, funeral, amends, conscience, regret, remorse, apologise, death, miss, alone
Changes
 boredom, adapt, anticipation, resentment, excitement, frightened, anxious, nervous, making a plan, belonging, accepted, rejected, left out, loss, bereavement,
hygiene, puberty, womb, foetus
RSE - Growing and differences
 Growing, womb, foetus, hormones, hygiene, puberty, different, conflict, resolve, emotions, feelings, coping with our feelings
NumeracyNumber and Place Value
 Ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, tenths, hundredths,
Addition and Subtraction
 Add, subtract, take away, difference, column addition, column subtraction
Multiplication and Division
 Multiply, times, divide, column multiplication, bus stop method, commutativity, factors, multiples
Measurement
 Money, pounds, pence, convert, hours, minutes, days, weeks, months, years, area, perimeter

Geometry (Properties of Shape)
 Shapes, polygons, quadrilaterals, squares, rectangles, triangles, pentagons, hexagons, heptagons, octagons, acute angle, obtuse angle, right angle, symmetry,
orientation
Geometry (Position and Direction)
 Co-ordinates, first quadrant, movement, translation, left, right, up, down, plot, points, polygon
Music- Weekly Woodwind Lessons (School Music Service).
PE- Indoor PE and Junior Games.

